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Abstract

Objective To determine whether a sentinel clinic network

or an emergency department (ED) was more timely in

identifying the 2009 influenza A (H1N1) pandemic.

Methods All reasons for presenting to the adult regional

medical ED were coded online by admission secretaries,

without the aid of medical personnel. Increased influenza

activity defined by weekly chief complaints of fever was

compared with activity defined by the Israel Center for

Disease Control (viral surveillance as well as a large sen-

tinel clinic network).

Results Influenza activity during the pandemic increased

in the ED 2 weeks before outpatient sentinel clinics. Dur-

ing the pandemic, maximal ED activity was much higher

than in previous seasons. Maximal activity during the past

5 years correlated with the timeliness of the chief com-

plaint of fever in identifying the onset of epidemics.

Conclusion Chief complaint of fever in the ED can be a

sensitive marker of increased influenza activity and might

replace the use of sentinel clinics.

Keywords Emergency department � Fever � Clusters �
Influenza � Epidemics

Introduction

Timely regional monitoring of influenza-related morbidity

is a priority for seasonal surveillance and pandemic pre-

paredness [1, 2], since public health intervention strategies

can be beneficial [2]. Methods to identify epidemics

include obtaining data from over-the-counter drug sales,

sentinel practices, absenteeism records, telephone triage

centers, home visits by general practitioners, health advice

calls, and emergency departments [2–13]. More recently,

identification of epidemics based on data from the web has

been reported with promising results in studies using search

engines [14–16].

Due to time and budget constraints, surveillance tends to

be restricted in scale. Even in developed countries, infor-

mation from sentinel clinics may be difficult to obtain, and

commonly there is a low and variable participation rate,

with reporting delays limiting usefulness [2]. Emergency

department (ED) data on the other hand is a more conve-

nient data source with higher participation rates [2].

In the ED, previous attempts to identify increased

influenza activity included triage nurses recording com-

plaints by categories [5], syndromic analysis of comput-

erized emergency department patients’ chief complaints

[6], and patient-based free text grouped into diagnostic

groups [2, 7]. We have previously shown that the fre-

quency of a chief complaint of fever identified periods of
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increased influenza activity in Israel without false-positive

periods [8], yet there was a delay of a few weeks between

an increase of influenza-like symptoms reported in outpa-

tient clinics and the onset of the epidemic as defined by a

chief complaint in the ED. This delay might have been

because of the relatively small size of the ED, and sensi-

tivity might be higher in settings with more patients, such

as in ED networks.

In Israel the onset of the pandemic H1N1 influenza

outbreak was clearly defined because of early warnings of

the approaching pandemic. No-one predicted that the

pandemic would begin in Mexico in mid-April and then

during the following months spread to North America,

Europe, and Israel. In Israel the first imported cases were

detected in week 21 of 2009 and the first local cases at the

end of week 22. However, an increase in influenza-like

symptoms (ILS) reported outpatient clinics occurred first

only by week 26 [17]. We hypothesized that the frequency

of fever in the ED would identify the onset of the Israeli

epidemic at least as early as the increase in ILS reported in

outpatient clinics.

Methods

Laniado Hospital serves a population of around 200,000,

but patients can choose to go to hospitals outside the

region. All reasons for presenting to the adult medical ED

were coded online by admission secretaries, without the aid

of medical personnel, over a 5-year period. The patient or

family member is asked why the patient came to the ED.

There were no missing values, since the code must be

entered in order to admit the patient to the emergency

department. The secretary chose from a list of 102 reasons

according to the ICD-9, with the addition of a few com-

plaints such as paralysis, hypertension, and the diagnosis of

asthma.

During the H1N1 pandemic and 4 previous years,

increased influenza activity and the maximal week of

influenza activity were defined by ILS from sentinel clinics

and maximal proportion of positive culture results [17]. We

defined any 7-day period with at least 45 chief complaints

of fever as representing increased influenza activity, since

there was only one isolated week with such findings out-

side the Israel Center for Disease Control-defined increased

influenza activity weeks during that time period.

Results

During the 4 years preceding the pandemic there was a

delay in increased activity in the ED when compared with

outpatient clinics (Table 1), and maximal activity

correlated with the timeliness of the chief complaint of

fever in identifying the onset of epidemics. The two epi-

demics with the lowest maximum ED visits had prolonged

delays. The delay was 9 weeks in 2005–2006, and in the

2008–2009 epidemic no increased activity was found in the

ED. The delay in 2007–2008 was 4 weeks, and in

2006–2007 (the year with the highest activity before

2009–2010) it was only 2 weeks. However, during the

pandemic, maximal ED activity was much higher than the

other seasons (Table 1), and increased activity in the ED

preceded the ILS outpatient activity by 2 weeks (Figure 1).

Discussion

The major finding of our study is that, during the H1N1

pandemic, an increase in ED activity occurred before an

increase in ILS activity in the outpatient clinics. Excess

numbers of patients presenting to the ED with fever pre-

dicted 3 of the 4 epidemics during the previous 4 years,

with one isolated false-positive week. There was, however,

a delay of a few weeks from increased outpatient activity

until identification in ED patients. This was not the case

however for 2009–2010, when the increase in ED activity

preceded that of the outpatient clinics and occurred about

1 week after the first local cases were discovered. This

suggests that the sensitivity of this methodology is

dependent on the number of ill patients seen in the ED and

that it is possible that this methodology could replace

outpatient clinics if a single department or network of

departments was large enough.

The establishment of a large network of emergency

departments is practical. In New York City a study showed

compliance rates of up to 90% [2]. They used a compli-

cated system of extracting key words from patients’

recorded chief complaint. Our study suggests that fever as a

single symptom should be examined in such settings and in

other settings using various methodologies.

Studies outside the emergency department setting sup-

port our findings. A study in England of spatiotemporal

Table 1 Onset of epidemic (week of year): influenza-like symptoms

(ILS) activity in the community and chief complaints of fever in the

emergency department (ED)

Year Onset week Maximum ED fever

visits—1 week

NILS ED

2005–2006 1 10 52

2006–2007 49 51 76

2007–2008 51 3 65

2008–2009 48 None 44

2009–2010 26 24 101
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analyses of telehealth data found that fever calls for 5–14-

year-old children provided a timely and unique description

of the evolution of a national influenza outbreak in England

[12]. In studies comparing those with and without positive

cultures for influenza virus, fever has been shown repeat-

edly to have better differentiating ability in comparison

with other symptoms or combination of symptoms [18–21].

Also, patient self-reporting in the ED has been shown to be

better than the chief complaint found in the medical chart

for predicting the diagnosis made in the emergency room

[22].

Extrapolation of our results to other settings should be

done with caution. The frequency of presenting reasons in

various ED settings is likely to vary significantly depend-

ing on socioeconomic factors such as type of hospital, lack

of health insurance, younger age, unemployment, home-

lessness, and the lack of a primary care physician [23, 24].

Israel has comprehensive medical coverage for all,

including family medicine services, and additional fees are

levied on patients who attend the ED without a physician’s

referral and who are not subsequently hospitalized. Our

hospitalization rate was 53.4%, whereas rates of 34–71%

[23, 24] have been reported in the USA and France, with

the proportion of nonurgent visits ranging from 5% to 82%

in the USA [23] and 28% to 41% in Europe [24].

We conclude that, in Israel, excess numbers of patients

with a chief complaint of fever recorded by the admission

secretary can predict increased influenza activity. Large

comparative studies in various ED settings are warranted to

determine if our findings can be extrapolated to other set-

tings. If results of studies on Internet search engines are

confirmed [15, 16], then they can be used in conjunction

with selective viral surveillance to provide optimal, cost-

effective public health. The use of the ED secretary to

record the chief complaint into an existing electronic

database is an acceptable alternative if needed.
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